






































































































































































































































































































































Titanic and Other Reflections  - James Cameron
“ It is absolutely important to use all of our accumulated knowledge to be as safe as possible. 
However, safety is not the most important thing. I know this sounds like heresy, but it is a truth 
that must be embraced in order to do exploration. The most important thing is to actually go. 
Because if safety were the most important criterion, we would not go to Mars for 10,000 years, 
because only then could we assure absolute, 100 percent success. Historically the success of 
cultures and nations has been the result of their ability to balance risk and reward—to put it 
another way, caution and boldness.” *
*   Dick, S.J., Cowing, K.L., Risk and Exploration, NASA, 2004.
The Man in the Arena  - Theodore Roosevelt
“It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the strong man stumbles, or 
where the doer of deeds could have done them better. The credit belongs to the man who is 
actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; 
who errs, who comes short again and again, because there is no effort without error and 
shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do the deeds; who knows great enthusiasms, the 
great devotions; who spends himself in a worthy cause; who at the best knows in the end the 
triumph of high achievement, and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring 
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 Lower the mission mass and number of launches Split‐Missions (pre‐deploy mission hardware ahead of the crewUtilized minimum energy conjunction class missions Minimize the number of unique developments E.g.: Exploration Augmentation Module = Mars Transit Habitat = Surface Habitat Leverage early developments and system extensibility – sneak up on the 
problem E.g.: ARM SEP = Mars SEP Implement efficient management practices – Lean, Skunk Works, etc. Focus technology insertionHighly reliable closed life support Advanced propulsion (SEP) Advanced EDL technologies ISRU (O2 from Mars atmosphere)Nuclear surface power Pay proper attention to the proper risks Establish a reasonable mission cadence Cis‐Lunar Demonstrations => Mars Orbit => Mars Surface (if human health 
protocols ok) Cis‐Lunar => Mars Surface Long Stay (if human health protocols not acceptable)
So what constitutes a “minimal path” Mars architecture in 
a budget constrained environment? 
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Affording Mars II:  14‐16 October, 2014Bret G. Drake
Discussion
The Key Principles of Mars Affordability
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